County officials approve bid for indexing, recording

By Sandy Young

Pacifica County Commissioners approved a bid from Business Records Service to provide indexing and recording services for land documents.

The commission considered the bid during its regular meeting on Tuesday, November 29, after receiving proposals from three companies. BRS was the lowest bidder, offering a total of $100,000 over a period of three years.

BRS was one of the companies that responded to the county's request for proposals earlier this year. The county sought proposals to provide indexing and recording services for land documents to reduce the backlog of recorded documents.

The commission voted unanimously to approve the bid from BRS.

Accident victims improve

Sherry Valentine and Bill Kayser, two accident victims, have shown signs of improvement in their recoveries. Valentine, who was involved in a serious accident in late November, has made significant progress in her rehabilitation.

Kayser, who was also injured in the accident, has also shown improvement. His condition continues to improve, and he is expected to make a full recovery.

The couple and their families are grateful for the support they have received from friends and family during this difficult time.

Local hospital upgrading

By Sandy Young

Looking back over 200 years, Holy Cross hospital was dedicated in 1848. It's been a valuable asset for the community since then. One of the main reasons for its longevity has been the hospital's ability to adapt to the changing needs of the community.

In the 1980s, the hospital began a major renovation project to upgrade its facilities and services. The renovation included the addition of a new wing, which provided more space for patient care and staff work areas.

Today, Holy Cross hospital is once again undergoing a major renovation project. This time, the focus is on improving the hospital's technology and equipment.

The hospital's board of directors has approved a plan to upgrade the hospital's technology and equipment. The project will include the installation of new computer equipment, new medical technology, and new telecommunications systems.

The renovation is expected to be completed in the next few years. During this time, the hospital will continue to provide high-quality care to its patients.

The renovation project is being funded through a combination of local and state grants, as well as private donations.

Sheriff makes changes

By Sheryl Cooper

Five new officers have been appointed to the Pacifica County Sheriff's Office.

The new officers include:

- Detective John Smith
- Sergeant Jane Doe
- Officer Mike Brown
- Officer Linda Lee
- Officer Tom Miller

These officers will be responsible for a variety of tasks, including investigating crimes, providing community outreach, and responding to emergencies.

The sheriff's department is committed to providing excellent service to the community, and these new officers will be a valuable addition to the team.

The sheriff's department also recently received a grant to upgrade its technology and equipment. This will improve the department's ability to investigate crimes and respond to emergencies.

LaGrone named to Historical Commission seat

By Sandy Young

LaGrone, a local historian and author, has been appointed to the Pacifica County Historical Commission.

LaGrone has been a long-time member of the commission, working tirelessly to document the history of the county. His appointment to the commission is a recognition of his contribution to the county's historical record.

LaGrone's appointment is effective immediately, and he will serve a three-year term.

LaGrone's appointment is the result of a competitive selection process. The commission received several applications, and LaGrone was chosen because of his knowledge of the county's history and his dedication to preserving it.

LaGrone is a well-respected member of the community, and his appointment is a boost to the commission's efforts to document the county's history.
Immunization clinic sets new days

The Todd Department of Health, located on the fourth floor of the University of Texas at Austin, has announced new days for its immunization clinic. The clinic will now be held on Wednesdays and Fridays instead of Tuesdays.

Case worker's notebook

Mother believed he was 'visiting friends'

Part two of a story

The case worker continued his efforts to locate the missing child, promising to do whatever it takes to find him. He visited several addresses in the area, but no one had seen the child. When he finally reached the final address, he found a woman who knew the child and was willing to help.

Special Olympics begins preparing for meet

Pam Green, Special Olympics Coordinator, announced that preparations for the upcoming Special Olympics meet are well underway. She expects a large turnout of athletes and volunteers.
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Bealls

Downtown
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Store Hours
8:00 - 5:30

Cain Hardware And Lumber

"Quality Products For Quality Building"

210 S. Shelby
Ph. 833-6641
Carthage, Texas
Theater studies dwindling crowds, seeks input from patrons

By Sandy Young

Theater management at Caragio Theatre is seeking input from patrons on ways to increase attendance.

"We're trying to gauge the interest of our audience and understand what they like," said Mary Smith, general manager. "We're considering a variety of options including changing our showtimes and introducing new genres." Smith added that they are interested in hearing from their customers about their preferences.

Elletts

Elletts is a well-known restaurant in the area and is known for its delicious cuisine and cozy atmosphere.

They offer a variety of dishes that are sure to please any palate. From their signature dishes to their creative specials, Elletts is the perfect place to enjoy a meal with friends or family.

Announcing money-saving news for State Farm drivers 30 and over

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company is offering a money-saving discount to drivers 30 and over.

"We recognize that drivers 30 and over tend to have lower accident rates," said Sarah Johnson, a representative for State Farm. "As a result, we are offering a discount to encourage them to continue driving safely and responsibly."

Benefits of Joining a Community Group

Joining a community group can have many benefits. Not only can it provide a sense of belonging and support, it can also help you meet new people and learn new skills.

"I've been part of a community group for a few years now," said Lisa Davis, a member of a local book club. "It's been a great way to meet new people and learn about different books and authors."
In league tilt

Waskom tips Cats, 65-60

By BRENT SHOPE

Waskom's Jaret Jenkins scored 16 points and pulled down 14 rebounds as the Wildcats tipped the Cats for a win at Elkins on Friday night.

The Cats were led by Jared Smith with 20 points and 13 rebounds. The Cats were also led in assists by Maria Colley with 12.

The Cats scored 18 points in the first quarter and were up 40-37 at halftime. Waskom scored 17 points in the third quarter and 12 points in the fourth.

Dogs* Odell's Poole puts up jumper
Lady Dogs nip Raiders by 52-51

Bobcats continue to impress coach

Lady Gals, 46-39

Carlisle opens district opener in district opener

Beat Chiricahua, 64-54

Lady Frogs: A team for eighth victory

Pug Team for eighth victory

When parents voted for school policies, they planned their own futures.

Lady Frogs: A team for eighth victory

Pug Team for eighth victory

Best game in my tenure, Zunline says

Bulldogs

Bulldogs

Bulldogs
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Lt. Cmdr. Deppe says he wants it to rest here 'Tattered ensign' from Persian Gulf comes to PC

By Dorothy Merola

A year ago today, I sent you a message of joy when I reported that you had won the Multi-Disciplinary Leadership Scholarship in the National University of Health Sciences and were on your way to become a medical doctor. A year ago today, you were a young boy who had shown promise in the field of science and who was now on his way to become a medical doctor. A year ago today, you were a young boy who had shown promise in the field of science and who was now on his way to become a medical doctor.

You are now on your way to becoming a medical doctor. A year ago today, you were a young boy who had shown promise in the field of science and who was now on his way to become a medical doctor. A year ago today, you were a young boy who had shown promise in the field of science and who was now on his way to become a medical doctor.

There was always the underlying threat. All the time you were alive, you were constantly under threat.

Debbie, Danielle and O'Neil (left-right), displayed their tattered flag from their Persian Gulf are pictured.

We were always worried. Things were ailing, and all the people were always under threat.

We were always worried. Things were ailing, and all the people were always under threat.

We were always worried. Things were ailing, and all the people were always under threat.

We were always worried. Things were ailing, and all the people were always under threat.

We were always worried. Things were ailing, and all the people were always under threat.
Family Pack Reg. Cut Boneless Chuck Roast $128

Del Monte Vegetables
- Whole Kernel Corn
- Cream Style Corn
- Cut Green Beans

Red, Ripe Tomatoes 2 for $1

Regline Assorted Cold Cuts $1 48

38¢
17 Oz. Can

Louisiana Long Grain Rice 4 for $1

Parkey Squeeze Margarine 97¢

Banquet Julep, Flowers Fruit Pies 99¢

Auto., Drip, Elav., Park, or Reg. Hills Brothers Coffee COUPON 99¢

U-SAVE Foods COUPON 4 $1

4 $1

Aunt Jennie Pecan Twirl Sweet Rolls

COUPONS GOOD JANUARY

STORE HOURS: MON.-SAT. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
SUNDAY 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

419 WEST LOOP 436—CARTHAGE, TEXAS
693-4952 — 693-4953